Fact sheet ETH Foundation Germany

As a world-leading university for technology and science, ETH Zurich is known for its excellent teaching, ground-breaking basic research and direct transfer of new findings into practice. Together, we build bridges between science-oriented communities in Germany and ETH Zurich because we share a conviction that great things can be achieved with world-class education and research. We determine the right fields for the strategic funding goals and cherished projects of companies, foundations and private individuals, organise personal meetings and visits to labs, and exchange information at events in Germany and Switzerland.

We look forward to hearing from you!

Foundation and domicile: October 2005, Frankfurt am Main
Non-profit and tax-exempt under German tax and foundation law.

Purpose
- Financing of ETH Zurich research and teaching projects
- Award of research contracts to ETH Zurich
- Bestowal of grants and awards to ETH Zurich

Board
- Alex Hochuli, Chair
- Dr Klaus Zimmermann, Board Member
- Dr Donald Tillman, Board Member

Board of Trustees
- Professor Dr Pius Baschera, President, spokesperson for Martin Hilti Family Trust
- Dr Ingrid Wünnin Tscho, Head of Robert Bosch Center for Innovative Health
- Professor Dr Detlef Günther, Vice President for Research at ETH Zurich

Contact
Alex Hochuli
ETH Foundation Germany
T +41 44 632 49 08 I M +41 76 414 24 42
andrea.mueller@ethz-foundation.ch

Bank account details
Commerzbank AG,
Frankfurt Nord branch,
60261 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
IBAN: DE22 5004 0000 0332 4431 00
BIC-SWIFT: COBAGEFFXXX

Address
ETH Zurich Foundation Deutschland
Mainzer Landstrasse 36
D - 60325 Frankfurt am Main